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KRANE - BIOGRAPHY
Krane is a four-piece band from Basel that was already founded in
2012. Although the first album „ouroboros" was released after the
first year, the band was only able to play very few concerts due to
various fluctuations and thus remained largely unknown. For two of
the band founders the following years were marked by the desperate
search for fellow musicians to keep the project alive. This long-lasting
search, as well as a flooding in the practice space, could not force
Krane to its knees, and two new members were found in 2016/2017.
At long last the band is now releasing
their second album „Pleonexia" on the label Czar of Crickets.
While the first album revolves around psychosomatics and the
accompanying emotional effects, „Pleonexia" takes up the topic of
recurring sequences and patterns of warfare in illegal resource
conflicts. With „Pleonexia", Krane tries to show these sequences very
soberly and neutrally and to musically implement them far away
from war glorification.
It was important for all band members to record the new album on
their own. Thus, „Pleonexia" was created in the band’s own practice
space without any digital sound generators. Mastering was handed
over to Simon of BlackArtAudio. Stylistically Krane’s new album is to
be placed in the postmetal/-rock genre.
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Artist: Krane
Album Title: Pleonexia
Homebase: Basel, Switzerland
Label: Czar Of Revelations
Catalog Nr: CZAR070 (CD)
Labelcode: LC-15207
Format: CD
Barcode: 7640130010703 (CD)
Total Time: 37:46 min
Release: October 27th 2017
Genre: Post Metal, Post Rock
For fans of: Isis, Russian Circles, Mono, Cult Of Luna,
Neurosis
Tracklist incl. ISRC:
01. Deception
02: I: Strategic Level
03. Destabilisation
04. II: Operational Level
05. III: Tactical Level
06. Combat
07. Aftermath
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Discography:
2013 - Ouroboros
2017 - Pleonexia
Lineup:
Tobias Rickli - Bass
Dominique Anceschi - Guitar
Thomas Krebser - Drums
Matthias Edel - Guitar
Krane on the internet:
www.kraneband.ch
www.facebook.com/kranepost
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